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Janus Remote Communications Releases Footprint Compatible M2M “Plug N’ Go Modules” for GSM, CDMA
and UMTS Communication applications
Aurora, IL — Janus Remote Communications is expanding its highly successful Terminus platform of GSM/GPRS,
CDMA, and UMTS modem devices to include a new range of board-level, plug-in modules for use in wireless communication applications. Developed in cooperation with wireless module manufacturer Telit Wireless Solutions, these interchangeable modules are specifically designed for quick and easy integration into all new and existing M2M designs.
Combining full M2M functionality with the flexibility of a standard “plug-in” DIP design, the Terminus GSM865CF, Terminus CDMA864CF and Terminus UMTS864CF share the same mechanical footprint and offer users the ability to easily
configure their applications for communication via any cellular protocol.
Janus, leveraging nearly 50 years of electronic design and board level integration expertise and experience provided by
parent company Connor-Winfield Corporation, produced these high quality communication modules for those customers
seeking easily integrated solutions that will allow them immediate access to their markets.
All Plug-In modules operate at 5.0V. The GSM and UMTS modules include SIM Card sockets. To allow for easy integration, these cellular devices are available as open frame modules. Enclosed designs employing the Plug-In Modules
will be available as requested by customers.
Products will be available for delivery in production quantities in 2nd quarter 2010.
Features
•

Quick and Easy Wireless Design Integration

•

Footprint compatible GSM, CDMA, and UMTS devices

•

PCB mountable

•

Cost Effective

•

DIP (Dual In-line Package)Type Design

•

Suitable for any M2M application

•

PTCRB/Carrier certification (Currently in Progress)

•

Plug ‘n Go integration

Price: $85.00 per unit at 1000 quantity
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